
 

MODEL EVALUATION TEST 2021 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

STD: X               Max. Marks : 80 

      .                                       Time : 2 ½ Hrs  

 General instructions 

1. The first 20 Minutes is allotted to cool off time.   

2. You are not allowed to write during the cool off time.  

3. You are allowed to answer any questions irrespective of the section. 

4. Read the instructions and questions carefully. 

5. While you are writing the answers make sure the score and time. 

6. From questions 1 to 42 Maximum score is 80 marks.  

  

 

1 Questions from( a to l) score 1 marks  12 x 1 = 12 

a. “Everyone has some fundamental rights. No government has the 

right to suspend them”. Whose statement was this? 

       (John Locke, Thomas Paine, James Ottis) 

b. What is Civic Consciousness?   

c. Type of survey which collects details about the total population of a 

nation. 

d. ''If the Battle of Plassey laid the foundation for the British rule, 

Jallianwala Bagh shook the foundation." Whose statement is it? 

        (Nehru, subhash  Chandra Bose, Gandhiji, D.R Das)  

e. What do topographic contour lines that are closer togather than other 

contour Lines indicate?  

f. Write down the agency who ensure the weights and measures 

standards in India.   

             (Legal Metrology,Food Safety Department, Food Safety Standards)                        

g. Choose the right answer from the bracket,Which country     

               assisted India’s iron and steel industrial firm at Bhilai?  

              (Soviet union, Britain, Germany, America) 

h. Name the country along with India who signed the Panchsheel 

 principles? 

D 
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i. Who is known as the father of  political science? 

j. The institution constituted at the national level to prevent corruption. 

(Lokpal, Lokayuktha, Ombudsman)   

k. Name the project to ensure universal primary education 

 (Integrated child development scheme, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, 

Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha ) 

l. The statements given below are related to the rivers in India. 

                Statement A: Catchment area is comparatively smaller 

                Statement B: Creates gorges 

                Based on this statements identify the correct one from among the      

               following  

i. Both statements indicate Himalayan rivers 

ii. Both statements indicate Peninsular rivers 

iii. Statement A is related to and Statement B is related to and Statement 

B is related to Peninsular rivers 

iv. Statement A is related to Peninsular rivers and Statement B is related 

to Himalayan rivers    

 

Questions from (2 to 25) score 3    

2. List out the steps taken to prevent corruption in administration  in India 

3. What are the major goals of Microfinance? 

4. Explain public expenditure?     

5. Write down the part played by Media in fostering civic consciousness?                                   

6. What were the main objectives of social reform movements? 

7. Write the geographical features required for Rice cultivation and name the 

major producing states? 

8. Explain the reforms instituted by Napoleon Bonaparte in France? 

9. India has many achievements in the field of Science and Technology  

    after its independence. Give three examples for research institutions set  

    up during this period.     

10. Write down the Situations when complaints about consumer disputes can    

be filed? 

11. How education help in the development of a country. 

12. Find out the relationship between the parallelism of the Earth's axis and      

the apparent movement of the Sun. 

13. Write down the Main features of bureaucracy. 

14. Write the social evils abolished by the British as a result of the 
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    activities of the social reformers?  

15. What are the features of non-cooperation movement?  

16. What are the major peasant struggles held in India?  

17. Write any three principles of India’s foreign policy? 

18. Write down the advantages in developing human resource of a country?  

19. Which are the factors responsible for the occurrence of seasons?  

20. Write any three features of Himadri.  

21. Write down the factors which foster civic consciousness? 

22. What are the benefits of E- governance? 

23. Write down any three features of Geostationary satellites? 

24. Describe consequences of the Second World War? 

25. Write any three features of Northern Great Plains? 

 

             Questions from (26 to 38) score 4    

26. What is platform? Prepare a write up by classifying the remote sensing 

based on platform. 

27. What will be the time in New York (74 0 W) when it is 12noon at     

     Greenwich? 

28. How did the decline of textile industry affect the agricultural production ? 

29. Write a brief note on the basic factors of a State. 

30. Write the objectives and Recommendations of the Radhakrishnan 

Commission, Mudaliar Commission and Kothari Commission. 

31. Write the important non tax revenue and explain ? 

32. Classify the bureaucracy in India and Explain 

33. Write down a short note on national movement in Travancore 

34. Mark and name the below mentioned geo-informationin the outline map 

of India provided. 

a) The coast receiving maximum rainfall from Northeast monsoon 

b) The mountain range parallel to the Vindhya range 

c) The longest Himalayan river inIndia 

d) The southernmost point of peninsular India 

     

35) Match column A with B                                                                   

Santhal Rebellion Malabar 

Mappila rebellion  Dadabhai Naoroji 

Kurichya Rebellion  Rajmahal Hills 

Drain Theory  Wayanad 
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36) Observe the model grid which is depicted below and find out the four 

 figures (A) and six figure (B) grid references of the following 

features as indicated below.                                                                          

   

 

                         

 

 

 

                                                                       

37) Match the items in Column ' A' with appropriate items in Column B

    

A B 

• Indigo farmer’s protest 1934 

• Swaraj party formation Champaran in Bihar 

• Formation of Congress Socialist party Kheda in Gujarat 

• Peasant struggle 1927 

38) Arrange the following in chronological order.                                

i. February Revolution 

ii. Long March 

iii. American Declaration of Independence 

iv. Tennis Court Oath 

        Questions from (39 to 42) score 6                                                                          

39) Nobles fight, Clergy pray and people pay. This statement reveals    

the  inequality of the French society. Analyse the statement and explain 

how the social inequalities led to the revolutions 

40) .Write the main aims of Co-operative Bank.       

41) What are the basic principles of Indian Foreign Policy?                                 

42) What were the the contribution of Sardar Vallabhai Patel in the  

             unification of India. Why is it known as V.P Menon Plan?     
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